
Art - Week 1 
Ben Moseley 



Vocabulary time!
Colour – everything we see can be referred to as a colour

Hue – refers to the six primary and six secondary colours on 
the colour wheel as unmixed pigments of colour

Tint - a pure colour mixed with white, to reduce darkness

Tone – a pure colour mixed with grey, to reduce the intensity 
of the colour

Shade - a pure colour mixed with black, to increase darkness

Mood – the atmosphere or feelings that a piece of art 
creates

If you have any paints or pencil crayons at home, you could 
have at creating your own ‘tint, tone, shade’ display, just like 
this one.



Ben Moseley - https://www.benmosleyart.com/
We are going to be finding out all about the artist Ben Moseley. He is a British artist known for creating paintings 
of sports events such as football matches and the Olympics. He is the ‘Artist in Residence’ at Wembley Stadium! 
He has also painted lots of famous people like Ed Sheeran.
Follow the link to his website to find out more about him. I have included some images of his artwork but there is 
much more to see online.

https://www.benmosleyart.com/


What I want you to do:
Some of Ben Moseley’s artwork tries to 

capture the excitement and intensity of a 

sporting moment, such as this on of Mo Farah 

winning his gold medal at the London 2012 

Olympics. 

Using the vocabulary from the beginning of 

this lesson, can you find some examples of 

how he has used colour in his artwork to 

achieve his aim? How does the painting make 

you feel? What do you think the atmosphere 

was like when this moment happened? What 

do you think about Ben Moseley’s artwork? 

What do you like or not like about it?



Optional extras:
Have a go at recreating one of Ben Moseley’s paintings that you like. If 
you don’t have colours, you could use your pencil to create different 
shades to show the dark and light areas.

Choose a special moment that is important to you (a winning goal, a 
concert you attended, something amazing you saw on TV) and recreate 
it in a Ben Moseley style piece of art.

Create a fact file about Ben Moseley – there is lots of interesting 
information on his website!


